Press Release

INVITATION

Does the world economy need a new vision? Horst Köhler speaks at Tübingen University as Economics Dept. turns 200

Tübingen, 18.04.2017

The University of Tübingen Department of Economics celebrates its 200th anniversary on Thursday, 4 May, 6:15pm at the Festsaal in the Neue Aula (Geschwister-Scholl-Platz).

Professor Dr. Horst Köhler, honorary senator and professors at the University of Tübingen, former President of Germany and ex-director of the International Monetary Fund, will speak (in German) on the subject “Does the world economy need a new vision?”
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Professor Bernd Engler, President of the University of Tübingen and Professor Dominik Papies, spokesman for the Department of Economics, will make welcoming addresses. All welcome; there is no need to register.

Contact:
Dr. Ramona Gresch
University of Tübingen
Department of Economics, Public Relations
Phone +49 7071 29-78173
ramona.gresch@uni-tuebingen.de

Requests for interviews with Prof. Dr. Köhler:
Dominic Samuel Fritz – office of Prof. Dr. Horst Köhler
Phone no 030-200 59 76-60
buerokoehler@bpra.bund.de
www.wiwi.uni-tuebingen.de